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ABSTRACT

A Computational Study of the Role of Hydration in the Assembly of Collagen and

Other Biofilaments. (August 2011)

Krishnakumar Mayuram Ravikumar, B.E., University of Madras;

M.S., Texas A&M University

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Wonmuk Hwang

Hydration is known to be crucial in biomolecular interactions including ligand

binding and self-assembly. In our earlier studies we have shown the key role of water

in stabilizing the specific parts of the collagen triple helix depending on the imino acid

content. We further showed that the primary hydration shell around collagen could

act as a lubricating layer aiding in collagen assembly. But key details on the structure

and dynamics of water near protein surfaces and its role in protein-protein interactions

remain unclear. In the current study we have developed a novel method to analyze

hydration maps around peptides at 1-Å resolution around three self-assembling fila-

ment systems with known structures, that respectively have hydrated (collagen), dry

non-polar and dry polar (amyloid) interfaces. Using computer simulations, we calcu-

late local hydration maps and hydration forces. We find that the primary hydration

shells are formed all over the surface, regardless of the types of the underlying amino

acids. The weakly oscillating hydration force arises from coalescence and depletion

of hydration shells as two filaments approach, whereas local water diffusion, orien-

tation, or hydrogen bonding events have no direct effect. Hydration forces between

hydrated, polar, and non-polar interfaces differ in the amplitude and phase of the

oscillation relative to the equilibrium surface separation. Therefore, water-mediated

interactions between these protein surfaces ranging in character from ‘hydrophobic’

to ‘hydrophilic,’ have a common molecular origin based on the robustly formed hy-
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dration shells, which is likely applicable to a broad range of biomolecular assemblies

whose interfacial geometry is similar in length scale to those of the present study.

In a related study through simulations we show that the rate of tissue optical

clearing by chemical agents correlated with the preferential formation of hydrogen

bond bridges between agent and collagen. Hydrogen bond bridge formation disrupts

the collagen hydration layer and facilitates replacement by a chemical agent to desta-

bilize the tertiary structure of collagens thereby reducing light scattering. This study

suggests that the clearing abiility of an alcohol not only depends on its molecular

size, but also on the position of hydroxyl groups on its backbone.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION: MOTIVATION AND PREVIOUS STUDIES ON HYDRATION

OF COLLAGEN*

A. Introduction

Currently 28 types of collagen molecules are known, out of which more than 90% are

fibril forming and structurally similar types I,II, and III [1, 2, 3]. Collagen is the major

component of extracellular matrix (ECM) and is commonly classified as a structural

protein since it provides tensile strength to tissues. Unlike traditional engineering

materials, collagens (≈300 nm in length) are dynamic building blocks designed to

self-assemble in an orderly fashion to form hierarchical structures - microfibrils, fibrils,

fibers, and matrix. Cells can regulate collagen assembly, tissue growth, and turnover

using MMPs, which can cleave collagen. Irregular assembly or turnover of collagen

will lead to several pathological conditions [4]. The complex yet robust design of

collagen assembly is thus important from both bioengineering and biomedical point

of view, but understanding collagen assembly poses an interesting challenge as it

includes multiple length and time scales.

Monomeric collagen molecule has a rope-like structure, where three left-handed

helical poly-proline-II type α chains are wound to form a right-handed triple helical

structure [2]. X-ray crystal structures of collagen mimetic peptides have provided

This dissertation follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.

∗Portions of this chapter are reprinted with permission from K. M. Ravikumar, J. D.
Humphery, and W. Hwang, “Spontaneous unwinding of a labile domain in a collagen
triple helix,” J Mech Mater Struct, vol. 2, pp. 999–1010, 2007. Copyright 2007 by
Journal of Mechanics of Materials and Structures and from K. M. Ravikumar and
W. Hwang, “Region-specific role of water in collagen unwinding and assembly.”
Proteins, vol. 72, no. 4, pp. 1320–1332, 2008. Copyright 2008 by Wiley-Liss Inc.
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vital insights into the molecular structure and function of the collagen monomers.

Each collagen alpha chain has a -GXY- repeating sequence, where G is glycine and

X,Y are other amino acids. Regular backbone hydrogen bonds between α chains

are important in stabilizing the molecule [5, 6]. Imino-acids PRO and HYP (Proline

and Hydroxyproline) impart stability to the molecules as regions with high imino

acid content (imino-rich) in collagen form a tightly wound helical structure, while

imino-acid deficient (imino-poor) regions form a more loosely wound helix [6]. Such

local differences in the helical twist of the tertiary helical structure of collagen have

important functional implications. It is known that the cleavage site on collagen is

loosely wound to aid cleavage enzymes which can only cut individual α chains but

not all the three α chains of collagen together [7]. Local unwinding thus provides

a mechanism by which external load on collagen can affect its cleavage and tissue

turnover. Individual collagen molecules are unstable at body temperature and have

to self-assemble into higher order structures once secreted [8]. Unassembled collagen

monomers are unstable and can be easily cleaved by the cleavage enzymes.

Unwinding and stability of the monomers have been studied using collagen

mimetic peptides through calorimetry [9] which showed increased stabilizing effect

of HYP content. It was thought that HYP confers higher stability through hydro-

gen bonding with water, but the mechanism of HYP stabilization has been shown

to be different [10]. Raines et.al. showed that inductive effect of the hydroxyl group

confers a tighter helical twist to the collagen molecules. But, water does play a sta-

bilizing role [11] in the imino-poor regions, where water dynamically forms hydrogen

bond bridges with the collagen backbone. Owing to the lose packing of the imino-

poor regions, water oxygen atoms are much closer to the backbone compared to the

imino-rich regions and forms hydrogen bonds with the backbone amide hydrogen (-

N-H) atoms of collagen. At a higher length scale, water has an important role in the
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collagen assembly. Water molecules orient themselves in an orderly fashion forming

hydrogen bonds with the backbone leading to a clear definition of the first hydration

layer, at the distance where two collagen molecules self-assemble [11]. Thus water

acts as a lubricant in collagen self-assembly. Our geometric picture of hydration gives

insight into the hydration structure and its role in self-assembly, but knowledge of

water dynamics in the hydration layer and its effects on hydration forces are still

missing. Water molecules will lose their translational and rotational mobility near

protein surfaces [12]. The nature and effect of this loss on collagen self-assembly is

an open question.

This leads us to the wider and general problem of protein hydration. It is be-

lieved that hydration plays an important role in imparting a delicate balance between

rigidity and flexibility of protein structures. The rigidity is necessary for substrate

specific interactions, while enough flexibility helps the protein to adapt its shape while

binding and self-assembly [13]. But how water decorates folded protein structures and

how protein and water dynamics affect each other remains unclear [13]. Protein sur-

faces often have polar and non-polar sidechains side-by-side, and the effect of surface

polarity on local water structure is also unclear. Our previous studies provided some

insights in this regard, but further studies with higher spatial resolution are required

to clarify these questions.

B. Previous Results

1. Water Bridges and Local Unwinding of Collagen

Local microunfolding of the collagen triple helix was speculated in previous studies

[15, 16] and is known to have important functional implications. For example, MMPs

cannot cleave tightly wound triple helical collagen as its catalytic cleavage domain
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can accommodate only a single collagen α chain [7]. To understand the conforma-

tional fluctuations of individual molecules, we studied the unwinding behavior of

the collagen mimetic peptide 1BKV taken from Protein Data Bank (PDB), through

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations using Charmm-22 all-atom force field [17].

Peptide 1BKV has a biologically relevant sequence (domain II in Fig. 1) from type

III collagen, which is known to be important in collagen cleavage [6, 15]. We used

a method to monitor the torsional motion of collagen at amino-acid level resolution.

Briefly, we defined planes perpendicular to the cross-section of the peptide by joining

the Cα atoms of adjacent α chains. We then defined orthonormal basis (triad) vec-

tors at each cross section and monitored the Euler angle changes between any triad

to the first triad (Fig. 2) [18] to get a torsional map of the peptide. Local unwinding

is reflected as an inflexion in the torsional map. At 273 K there was no unwinding

within the simulation time, but at 300 K and 330 K the peptide unwound in the

imino-poor (domain II) region (Fig. 2). Unwinding was triggered at the Gly-Ile bond

region probably owing to Ile’s high β-sheet propensity.

We also investigated the role of water in unwinding. In the imino-poor domain

water formed hydrogen bond bridges (lifetimes in the order of few picoseconds) with

the backbone of the peptide. The degree of unwinding correlated with the number

of water hydrogen bond bridges suggesting the role of water in preventing unwinding

of the imino-poor region of collagen [11]. Further to confirm the role of water, we

either enforced or prevented water bridges which resulted respectively in stabilizing

or destabilizing the peptide. Monitoring local microunfolding and conformational

fluctuations at high resolution showed the stabilizing role of water bridges in collagen

unwinding.
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2. Hydration Dynamics

We analyzed the hydration structure of water around the peptide by measuring the

distance of water oxygen atoms from the protein backbone and defining the radial

distribution function (RDF) of water around the protein (Fig. 3). Note that the

backbone atoms are ≈3.0 - 4.0 Å from the helical axis of collagen. The RDF shows

a density peak, which defines the first hydration shell, at ≈2.8 Å from the collagen

backbone. This peak is followed by the void region with lower water oxygen den-

sity at ≈3.25 Å (≈6.25-7.25 Å from the axis of collagen). The peaks and troughs

in the RDF arise from the orientations of water atoms at the protein surface [11].

More importantly, the first hydration shell forms at the distance where two collagen

molecules self-assemble (≈12.5-14.5 Å) as seen in x-ray crystal structures [11, 19].

These results suggest that the first hydration layer acts like a lubricating layer in

collagen self-assembly. Our results show the dual role of water in collagen stability

(Fig. 1) and assembly.

C. Limitations

The RDF is spatially averaged for a given radial distance from the collagen backbone

atoms which is not enough to differentiate the local spatial variation in the density

near different surface groups. The RDF does not give any information about the

dynamics of water in the hydration layers, which is also important in most biological

interactions including collagen self-assembly [20, 21]. Spatial variation in water prop-

erties around protein molecules are difficult to study through experiments and also

in MD simulations as well, owing to the motion of protein during simulation. Earlier

simulation studies on hydration of other proteins have shown loss in translational

and rotational mobility of water, but they were short simulations on single molecule
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systems and partitioned the hydration layers into larger discrete regions [22, 23] for

convenience. Longer simulations, with finer spatial discretization and analysis on

both single and self-assembled protein systems are required for deeper insights into

hydration dynamics.
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Fig. 1. Triads along the helix. The three α-chains are shown in blue (chain-1), red

(chain-2), and yellow (chain-3). Spheres are Cα atoms of Gly (green) and

X/Y (orange). (A) Overview of 1bkv with the 24 triads. (B) Magnified view

of the box in (A). To show the face of the triangle, the molecule is rotated

about the vertical axis of the paper plane. Two neighboring triads are denoted

{ê1, ê2, ê3} and {ê′1, ê′2, ê′3}. (C) Triad numbers versus amino acid sequence.

The horizontal shift of the three chains reflects their staggered structure in

the triple helix. Triads are grouped into domains I, II, and III (I,II - regular

Gly-Pro-Hyp regions, II-Biologically relevant sequence from type-III Collagen).

T1 and T2 are unconsidered regions to eliminate end effects. Triads 5 to 8,

marked between gray dotted vertical lines, contain Gly-Ile bonds. All molecular

images in this manuscript were rendered in VMD [14].
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CHAPTER II

ROLE OF HYDRATION FORCE IN THE SELF-ASSEMBLY OF COLLAGENS

AND β-SHEET FILAMENTS*

A. Introduction

Water-mediated forces play crucial roles in biomolecular interactions and assemblies,

yet understanding its physical basis still remains a challenge [28, 29, 30, 13]. Con-

ventionally, these can be divided into hydrophobic and hydrophilic, where previous

theoretical modeling and computer simulations provided much insight. Hydrophobic

attraction between smooth or confined surfaces in close separations is known to arise

from dewetting transition driven by the solvent fluctuation at the interface [31, 32, 33],

while other effects such as polarization of water and solute, or nanobubble formation

may be responsible for longer-range attraction [34, 35, 36, 37]. Between polar or

charged surfaces that can form hydrogen bonds with water, the interaction can be

either attractive, repulsive or oscillatory [38, 28]. Such hydration force is believed to

be due to the ordering of water into solvation (hydration) shells around the solute

surface [20, 38], where resistance to the removal of water from the surface is respon-

sible for the repulsive force [39, 40]. The oscillatory behavior of the hydration force

observed between macroscopically flat surfaces is due to the layering of hydration

shells, which can smooth out to a monotonic profile when the surfaces are flexible

[28, 20]. Another possible contributor to the hydration force is the influence of the

surface on the orientational distribution of water [41].

∗Portions of this chapter are reprinted with permission from K. M. Ravikumar, and
W. Hwang, “Role of hydration shell in the self-assembly of collagens and amyloid
steric zipper filaments.” J Am Chem Soc, in press. Copyright 2011 by American
Chemical Society.
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a

b

c d

10 Å

Fig. 4. Water density maps (in #/Å3). (a,b) collagen in side view, and (c,d) amyloid

β-sheet bilayers in axis view. Amino acids are colored blue (polar/charged), red

(non-polar), and green (collagen Gly-Pro-(hydroxy)Pro triplets). The primary

hydration shell and more faintly the secondary hydration shell form throughout

the surface, irrespective of the types of the underlying amino acids. Protein

Data Bank (PDB) IDs: (a) 2D3F [24], (b) 1BKV [6, 25], (c) 2KIB [26], and

(d) 1YJP [27].
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y

a b c

z

COL1

βNP1COL2
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βNP2 βP1 βP2

Fig. 5. Cross sectional view of the filaments used for force measurement. (a) Three

2D3F peptides. Individual collagen triple helices are named COL1–3. (b) 2KIB

and (c) 1YJP. ‘NP’ and ‘P’ in β-sheet names stand for non-polar and polar,

respectively. Filament axes are perpendicular to the page. COL3, βNP2, and

βP2 are translated in the y-direction and forces on them during simulations

are measured (see Methods). The anti-parallel β-sheet 2KIB forms a ‘hetero

zipper’ [26], which is less tight compared to the interdigitation of the parallel

β-sheet 1YJP [27].
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At nanometer length scales, simulations provide an atomistic picture for water-

mediated forces. However, most simulations used simplified surfaces such as plates,

cylinders, spheres, or simplified protein structures [42, 39, 43, 44]. Others that have

employed atomistic structures focused on hydrophobic attraction [45, 46, 47, 48]. It

is unclear to what extent results for macroscopic or simpler systems can be extrap-

olated to biomolecular surfaces that are geometrically complex and contain various

polar and non-polar groups side-by-side. For example, surface property changes from

hydrophilic to hydrophobic as its roughness increases [49, 50]. Study of a model hy-

drophobic ligand-receptor complex even suggests that hydrophobic association, which

is considered to be entropically driven, can be enthalpic in nature [51].

Here we study the hydration forces in three biomolecular filament systems that

self-assemble with different types of interfaces (Fig. 4): Collagens remain hydrated

after assembly [52, 6, 53], and the two β-sheet bilayer filaments form dry interfaces

that respectively have non-polar and polar residues [26, 27]. The dry interface within

the bilayer is also called a ‘steric zipper’ due to the geometric complementarity of

the amino acid side chains (Fig. 5b,c) [27, 54]. We find that despite the presence

of various amino acid side chains, hydration shells form in all cases, suggesting that

the general tendency of a liquid to form high-density solvation shells near flat rigid

surfaces (“hard-wall effect”) [55, 56] apply for these filamentous protein surfaces. As

a result, weakly oscillating hydration force arises regardless of the type of the surface

considered, where quantitative details such as the magnitude and location of the

hydration repulsion or attraction – the amplitude and phase of the hydration force

– depend on surface polarity and geometry. The present results provide a unifying

picture for water-mediated interactions, where the primary hydration shell plays a

central role. Thus, at the length scale of surfaces studied here, the hydrophobic or

hydrophilic nature of an interaction may not simply be an issue of the types of the
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surface groups, but other factors such as surface geometry, complementarity, and

flexibility may also play a role in the net interaction.

B. Methods

1. Peptides Used

We used x-ray structures of three collagen peptides, PDB 2D3F [24], 1BKV [6, 25],

and 1A3I [19]. PDB 2D3F has the sequence (PPG)4-POG-(PPG)4 (≈ 8-nm long; G:

glycine, P: proline, and O: hydroxyproline). The GPP and GPO triplets are the most

stable structural motifs in native collagen [11, 6]. We used a three-peptide 2D3F

system for force measurements (Fig. 5a) and a single 2D3F to study the effect of

protein diffusion on hydration maps. PDB 1BKV has a 9-residue region containing

both non-polar and polar (including charged) residues in the middle. We used it to

test hydration maps around the bulky polar and non-polar side chains in collagen

triple helix. PDB 1A3I has three GPP units (≈2-nm long), which is less than a third

of the size of 2D3F or 1BKV. We used it to analyze the effect of different water models

on hydration maps.

For β-sheet bilayers, we used PDB 2KIB [26] and 1YJP [27] (Fig. 4c,d). Unlike

other x-ray structures used in our study, PDB 2KIB is a solid-state NMR structure,

and we used the first structure among the ten in the PDB file. The amino acid

sequence of 2KIB is NFGAILS, where F, A, I and L are non-polar. On the other

hand, all residues of 1YJP (GNNQQNY) are polar. Each β-sheet forming a bilayer

filament of 2KIB (1YJP) has 4 (5) peptides, about 1.66 nm (2 nm) in length.
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2. Simulation Protocol

For MD simulation, we used the GROMACS simulation package [57] with all-atom

CHARMM Param22 force field [58]. The peptides were solvated in an orthorhombic

simulation box whose dimension ranges from 45 × 45 × 45 Å3 to 110 × 55 × 50 Å3,

depending on the size of the peptides used. We used the SPC water model for the

collagen simulations and the TIP3P model for those of β-sheet filaments. We also

used the SPC/E water model to compare the calculated forces. Periodic boundary

conditions were imposed. Additional force-field parameters for hydroxyproline were

taken from an earlier study [59]. The system was energy minimized for 500 steps us-

ing the steepest descent method, heated from 0 K to target temperatures (273, 300,

or 330 K) for 50 ps, and equilibrated at the respective temperatures for 30 ps, with

all heavy atoms harmonically constrained to their original positions (spring constant

k=104 kJ/(mol·nm2)). The final production run was performed using the leap-frog

integrator with a 2-fs time step. Hydrogen bonds were constrained using the LINCS

algorithm [60]. Coordinates were saved every ∆t = 1 ps. The non-bonded pair and

image atom lists were updated every 20 fs. A 13-Å cutoff was used for non-bonded

interaction energies and the particle mesh Ewald summation method [61] was used to

calculate electrostatic interactions. Temperature and pressure were maintained using

the velocity rescaling thermostat [62] and Berendesen pressure coupling [63]. Trajec-

tories were stable during production runs with relative root-mean-square fluctuations

of temperature and energy lesser than 1.2%.

In simulations of 1BKV that has a charge of +3e (e = 1.6× 10−19C), we added

three Cl− ions to neutralize the net charge. The production run for each of the 3-

peptide 2D3F and single-peptide 1A3I simulations lasted 8 ns, while it was 4 ns for

single-peptide 1BKV or 2D3F simulations. All β-sheet simulations lasted for 8 ns.
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The total simulation time for the entire study was ≈1.4µs.

3. Hydration Map

Within each 1-Å3 unit cell of the simulation box, we calculated the following:

Density. If a water oxygen visits the cell n times, the density is ρ = n/ntot, where

ntot is the total number of saved coordinate frames.

Translational diffusion coefficient. For frames where a water oxygen visits the

cell, we calculated its mean-square displacement during ∆t (= 1 ps), 〈∆l2〉 =
∑

∆l2/n.

The diffusion coefficient is Dt = 〈∆l2〉/6∆t. This definition gives known values of

diffusion coefficients in the bulk water for the water models we tested (Fig. 6).

Orientational diffusion coefficient. We assign three unit vectors to a water

molecule: r1, along the water dipole; r2, orthogonal to r1 in the plane containing

water atoms; and r3 = r1 × r2 ( Fig. 7). Denoting the 2-dimensional angular dis-

placement of ri (i = 1, 2, 3) by φi, the corresponding orientational diffusion coefficient

is Dri = 〈∆φ2
i 〉/4∆t, with 〈∆φ2

i 〉 =
∑

∆φ2
i /n.
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SPC TIP3P SPC/E

Fig. 6. Comparison between different water models at 300 K on a collagen peptide

1A3I. The density maps are nearly the same for all water models. While the

diffusion coefficient of the SPC/E model in the bulk is closer to the experi-

mental value compared to SPC or TIP3P [64], the diffusion coefficient maps

are qualitatively similar among the three water models. Together with the

model-independence of the measured force (Fig. 21 and Fig. 22), this further

supports the idea that hydration force is generated by packing of water and

insensitive to water dynamics.
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Fig. 7. Axes and orientation angles of water. The water atoms and unit vectors r1, r2

lie on the plane of the figure. r3 comes out of the page. Due to the rotational

symmetry of a water molecule with respect to r1, θ2 was taken to be the acute

angle between r2 and the radially outward direction from the protein surface

(dashed line). θ3 was defined similarly.
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Orientation angle. For the collagen system, the water orientation angle relative to

the protein surface is the angle θi between ri (i = 1, 2, 3) and the minimum distance

vector from the nearest collagen helical axis to the water oxygen (Fig. 7). The helical

axis of a peptide (triple helix) passes through its center of mass and is parallel to the

x-axis in Fig. 5. For β-sheet bilayers, θi was measured between ri (i = 1, 2, 3) and

the direction perpendicular to the β-sheet (y-axis in Fig. 5).

By symmetry of the water molecule, θ2 and θ3 are in the range [0◦, 90◦]. A lower

θ2 and higher θ3 correspond approximately to a radial orientation, as occurs around

polar groups (Fig. 8d, Fig. 9d, Fig. 10g,h, Fig. 11g,h). For a randomly rotating

water molecule, the average value for θ1 (0◦ ≤ θ1 ≤ 180◦) is 90◦. On the other hand,

the average of θ2 or θ3 are 〈θ2,3〉 = 1
2
[
∫ π/2
0 θ sin θdθ +

∫ π
π/2(π − θ) sin θdθ] = 1 radian.

These correspond to the bulk values in the hydration maps.
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10 Å

a b

dc

Fig. 8. A cross section of hydration maps for the three-peptide 2D3F system. Hy-

dration maps for β-sheet filaments are in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Dots inside

the protein (white region) are peptide oxygen (red circle) and carbon (blue tri-

angle) atoms within ±1.5 Å from the cross-sectional plane. (a) Translational

(Dt) and (b) rotational (Dr3) diffusion coefficients. (c) Average number of

hydrogen bonds. (d) Average radial orientation angle (θ3) of water, which is

overall larger near surface carbonyl oxygens. The bulk value of θ3 approaches

the analytical limit, 1 rad=57.3◦. Fig. 9 shows maps for other quantities.
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Number of hydrogen bonds. For frames where a water molecule visits the cell, the

number of hydrogen bonds that a water molecule makes with the neighboring water

molecules and the peptide atoms were counted with a hydrogen-oxygen distance cutoff

of 2.4 Å[65], and averaged in each cell.

Hydration maps in the case without any constraint on the peptide was obtained

by assigning a local coordinate frame to the cross section of the peptide [18] and

defining unit cells with respect to the local frame (Fig. 12). The code for the hydration

map analysis was custom written for the GROMACS simulation package (Appendix

A).

4. Hydration Force

To measure intermolecular forces, heavy atoms on one side of the filament assemblies

(Fig. 5, COL1 & COL2, βNP1, and βP1) were restrained with large spring constants

k = 104 kJ/(mol·nm2). The other part (COL3, βNP2, βP2) was translated along the

y-axis by ∆y0 in 1-Å intervals. ∆y0 ranges [−4.0,+4.0] Å for collagen and [−2.0,+10.0]

Å for β-sheets. Since collagens have a hydrated interface at the crystallographic sepa-

ration (∆y0 = 0 Å), a closer approach (∆y0 = −4.0 Å) than the amyloid steric zipper

interfaces (∆y0 = −2.0 Å) was possible. At each ∆y0, Cα atoms of the translated part

of the system were weakly constrained (k = 500 kJ/(mol·nm2)). Denoting the number

of these atoms by nC and their average position during each 8-ns simulation by ∆y,

the net force per unit length of the molecule is Ftot = nCk(∆y−∆y0)/(peptide length)

(dashed line in Fig. 13a-c). Hydration force, Fhyd (solid line), was obtained by sub-

tracting from Ftot the average non-bonded interaction force Fint on the translated

part (COL3, βNP2, and βP2) by the stationary part (Lennard-Jones and electro-

static; dotted line in Fig. 13a-c). Potential of mean force curves are shown in Fig.

14. To test the possible effect of the constraining potential on the measured force, for
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a b

dc

Fig. 9. Hydration maps for the rotational diffusion coefficientsDr1, Dr2 and orientation

angles θ1 and θ2 for PDB 2D3F. The cross-sectional plane is the same as in

Fig. 8. While Dr1 and Dr2 are qualitatively similar to Dr3, the latter is higher

(cf., Fig. 8d), suggesting that the axis perpendicular to the plane of water

atoms swivels the most. For a randomly rotating water molecule in bulk, the

average value of θ1 is 90◦, and it is 1 radian (≈ 57◦) for θ2 and θ3.
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a b c d

hgfe

Fig. 10. Hydration maps for a β-sheet bilayer of PDB 2KIB. Despite the amino acid

side chains being non-polar, the hydration maps are very similar to that of

the hydrated collagen (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). The translational and rotational

diffusion coefficients are qualitatively similar to that of collagen, but are higher

in magnitude since we used the TIP3P water model for β-sheet simulations

(Fig. 6). The cross sectional plane is the same as in Fig. 4c. Scale bar is

10Å.
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a b c d

hgfe

Fig. 11. Similar to Fig. 10, for PDB 1YJP, which has non-polar side chains. The

cross sectional plane is the same as in Fig. 4d.
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No Constraint Weak Constraints Strong Constraints

Fig. 12. Influence of protein motion on hydration maps. Hydration maps for a single

2D3F are shown at the same cross-section with varying harmonic constraints

on protein Cα atoms, which are very similar. Spring constants for weak and

strong constraints are respectively 10 and 104 kJ/(mol·nm2).
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a b c

d

Fig. 13. Relation between hydration force and hydration map. (a-c) Forces per

nanometer length of filament. (a) 2D3F (b) 2KIB, and (c) 1YJP. Ftot:

net force, Fint: interaction force directly between peptides, and Fhyd: hy-

dration force. Error bars (standard deviation) are shown for Ftot, which are

comparable in magnitude to those for Fint and Fhyd. Although Fhyd oscil-

lates, the corresponding energy profile does not (Fig. 14). (d) Water density

maps shown in two cross sections at different separation distances of 2D3F.

The color scale is the same as in Fig. 4. At the crystallographic separation

(∆y0 = 0 Å), D andW respectively denote regions with dry and wet interfaces

between peptides (Fig. 20). Arrows and arrowheads indicate coalescence and

depletion of primary hydration shells. Peaks of the oscillating hydration force

in (a) are located between these transitions (∆y0 = −1 and 3 Å). Similar

maps for β-sheet filaments are in Fig. 19.
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a b c

Fig. 14. Potential of Mean Force (PMF) per nanometer length of the filament, obtained

by integrating the force curves in Fig. 13. (a) Collagen 2D3F; β-sheet

peptides (b) 2KIB and (c) 1YJP (energy set to zero at ∆y0 = 4 Å in (a), and

at 10 Å in (b), (c)). The PMF for Fhyd does not oscillate, contrary to previous

suggestion for macroscopic surfaces [28].

2D3F, we varied their spring constants. The measured forces followed the same force

profile, which suggests that the magnitude of constraints does not affect measuring

the force that the molecule experiences (Fig. 15).

When calculating the average separation ∆y for a 8-ns simulation, we excluded

the initial period during which the translated part (Fig. 5) reaches its equilibrium

position. For 93% of simulations, this time was less than 50 ps, except for some

cases of 2KIB and 1YJP, where it took 0.2–4 ns to reach the equilibrium position.

Force profiles obtained from the first and the last half of the measured intervals were

nearly identical, indicating sufficient sampling time. Likewise, hydration maps were

calculated based on the trajectory after the initial transient.
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Fig. 15. Dependence of the measured force on constraint used in simulation. Legends

are spring constants in kJ/(mol·nm2) used for the constraint on Cα atoms of

COL3 in Fig. 5a at 330 K. Using a weaker constraint results in a greater

displacement from the initial position ∆y0 (= 1 Å), i.e., a smaller average

position ∆y. The calculated forces lie on the same curve, suggesting that the

strength of the harmonic constraint does not affect our measurement.
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Fig. 16. Protein-water and water-water correlation functions in thermal motion mea-

sured for a single PDB 2D3F. We use Eq. 1 in Methods to calculate g(r).

Numbers in legend are spring constants k of the constraints on Cα atoms

in kJ/(mol·nm2). g(r) decreases when k = 104 kJ/(mol·nm2). However,

with weaker or zero constraints, g(r) is nearly identical to that for the wa-

ter-water correlation. Thus, water motion near the protein surface is only

as correlated as with thermal motion of other water molecules in the bulk.

Inset: Log-normal plots of g(r) revealing an exponential decay. The char-

acteristic decay lengths are 2.72±0.056 Å (no constraint), 2.60±0.052 Å

(k =10 kJ/(mol·nm2)), 2.80±0.055 Å (500 kJ/(mol·nm2)), 2.87±0.10 Å

(104 kJ/(mol·nm2)), and 2.42±0.027 Å for water-water correlation. They

are all similar to the thickness of a hydration shell, suggesting that the al-

ready weak correlation in thermal motion becomes negligible after the primary

hydration shell.
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5. Local Correlation Function in Thermal Motion

Using PDB 2D3F, we tested the correlation between protein motion and the motion of

nearby water molecules. We followed displacements of a water oxygen and the nearest

collagen heavy atom during 1 ps and assigned unit vectors in the corresponding

directions, denoted as u and a, respectively. With r representing the distance between

the two atoms, we define the correlation function

g(r) = 〈u · a〉r (2.1)

where the average is over all water oxygen–nearest protein heavy atom pairs

within the range (r, r + ∆r) (∆r = 0.5 Å). For comparison, we randomly selected

20 water molecules in bulk and measured g(r) for each with the surrounding water

molecules, and averaged them to obtain the water–water correlation function (Fig.

16).

6. Effect of Water Models on Hydration Maps

We compared hydration maps of the smaller peptide 1A3I using three different water

models, SPC, TIP3P, and SPC/E. The density maps are nearly identical (Fig. 6).

The translational diffusion coefficient (Dt) of the SPC/E water in bulk is the closest

to the experimental value (≈ 3.1×10−5 cm2/s) while it is higher for SPC (≈ 4.8×10−5

cm2/s) and TIP3P (≈ 5.8× 10−5 cm2/s), as reported earlier [64]. Similar differences

in magnitude were also seen for rotational diffusion coefficients. But their profiles

near the protein surface are qualitatively similar (Fig. 6).
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C. Results and Discussion

1. General Features of the Hydration Shell

To distinguish water-mediated interactions from those caused by conformational mo-

tion, we harmonically constrained the peptides, and calculated local water density,

diffusion coefficients (translational and rotational), orientation angles relative to the

protein surface, and the number of hydrogen bonds in 1-Å resolution (see Methods).

The resulting hydration maps (Fig. 17, Fig. 4, and Fig. 8) were nearly identical

with or without the harmonic constraint (Fig. 12). This is likely because hydration

water organizes faster than the conformational motion of the filaments. Furthermore,

directions of thermal motion of water oxygen and nearby protein heavy atoms were

only weakly correlated (Fig. 16). Constraining or fixing protein atoms have been

previously used for elucidating the behavior of the hydration water [49, 45]. The

results below are thus obtained with restraints on proteins, which also allows more

extensive sampling and intermolecular force measurement.
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Density (#/Å3)

Fig. 17. Simulation setup and density hydration maps of a three-peptide collagen sys-

tem. The peptides (Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 2D3F [24]) have a hexag-

onal packing in the crystal, similar to native fibrillar collagens [66]. Two

cross sectional density hydration maps are shown. A well-defined primary

hydration shell (red) around the peptides is visible, followed by a less dense

secondary hydration shell (cf., Fig. 4a). The coordinate frame defined here is

used in all other figures.

In all the systems tested, the primary hydration shell formed regardless of the

type of the underlying amino acid (Fig. 4). Instead of forming a depletion zone [28],

high-density hydration shell also formed around the non-polar PDB 2KIB, as has been

observed for a model spherical hydrophobe [51], also known as the hard-wall effect

[55, 56]. Translational and rotational diffusion coefficients are 2–5 fold lower across the

protein surface than in bulk water, and increase monotonically away from the surface

(Fig. 8a,b, Fig. 9a,b, Fig. 10a-d, and Fig. 11a-d), which is consistent with previous

computational [12, 46, 67, 68] and experimental studies [69, 70]. These results suggest
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that the formation of primary hydration shells and retardation of water motion are

mainly due to boundary-induced packing effects rather than by specific interactions

between water molecules and particular surface groups. In the case of PDB 2KIB,

which has an anti-parallel β-sheet structure, there is a low density of water within

the bilayer (Fig. 4c) indicating that the two β-sheets do not form the steric zipper as

tightly as in PDB 1YJP that is a parallel β-sheet (Fig. 5) [71]. When we performed

simulation without any constraint on the filaments, the two β-sheets of 2KIB packed

more closely, eliminating the interfacial water. The translational diffusion coefficient

for the inter-sheet water molecules is low (Fig. 10a), while their rotational diffusion

coefficients are nearly as high as in the bulk (Fig. 10b-d). Though we have lesser

statistics in the low density regions, the high rotational diffusion is likely a result of

the absence of hydrogen bonds within the non-polar interface (Fig. 10e).

Unlike the density and diffusion maps, the average number of hydrogen bonds

between water and the protein surface is non-uniform, which is higher around polar

groups and lower around non-polar groups (Fig. 8c, Fig. 10e, Fig. 11e). Retardation

of water motion near the protein surface even with a smaller average number of hy-

drogen bonds suggests a glassy rather than ice-like state [13]. As a result of hydrogen

bond formation, water orients with one of its O–H bonds aligned radially outward

from the surface around polar groups, while the orientation is circumferential near the

non-polar groups, which can be seen near the surface oxygen atoms (red circles) in

Fig. 8c and Fig. 9c,d [12, 23, 22]. For β-sheet filaments, the trend is similar, but less

clear (Fig. 10f–h and Fig. 11f–h). This is because the surface normal direction defined

relative to the plane of the β-sheet (see Methods) has poorer correlation with water

orientation due to the bulkier side chains, whereas the collagen triple helix of PDB

2D3F has a smoother surface geometry with less bulky prolines and hydroxyprolines.
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2. Hydration Force Profile

We measured the intermolecular force on one collagen triple helix or a β-sheet layer

translated perpendicular to the filament axis (Fig. 5; see Methods). The net force

Ftot (in the y-direction) consists of the interaction force Fint directly between proteins,

and the water-mediated (hydration) force Fhyd (Fig. 13). The profile of Fhyd shows

an oscillation whose amplitude decays with ∆y. The 3∼4 Å oscillation period of Fhyd

is comparable to the diameter of a water molecule, similar to the behavior between

larger surfaces [28]. It should be noted that oscillation is present even between non-

polar surfaces (Fig. 13b). But the location and magnitude of the hydration barrier

(maximum of Fhyd) depends on the type of the surface. In the case of collagen

that remains hydrated after assembly, the barrier occurs below the crystallographic

separation (Fig. 13a; ∆y = −0.57 Å). For β-sheet bilayers that form dry interfaces,

hydration barriers are located further away (Fig. 13b,c; ∆y = 3.7 ∼ 4.0 Å). The

polar 1YJP has the greatest hydration barrier (555 pN/nm; force is measured per

nm length of the filament), followed by 2D3F (289 pN/nm). Nevertheless, 1YJP

forms a dry interface since the barrier is formed further away than the location of

the maximum attraction of the dominant force, Fint (van der Waals and electrostatic;

∆y = 1.14 Å).

Between the amyloid filaments, Fhyd < 0 near ∆y ∼ 0 Å, indicating that the

surrounding water tends to prevent dissociation of β-sheets as the dry steric zipper

interface is formed. This occurs for both 1YJP and 2KIB that respectively have

polar and non-polar interfaces. Thus, ironically, the ‘hydrophobic’ force between the

β-sheets in close separation may be regarded as a manifestation of the hydration

attraction. Also, due to the flat geometry of β-sheet bilayers, the attractive force per

nanometer length of the 2KIB filament (Fhyd = −89 pN/nm at ∆y = −1.08 Å) is
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greater than that for the cylindrical and hydrated collagen (Fhyd = −30 pN/nm at

∆y = 0.85 Å), and it is the greatest for 1YJP (Fhyd = −165 pN/nm at ∆y = 0.06 Å)

whose side chains form a better steric zipper interface than 2KIB (Fig. 13a–c). For

PDB 2KIB, the maximum hydration attraction occurs at ∆y = −1.08 Å, which is

consistent with the expulsion of water between the β-sheets in simulations without

any constraint.

The dominance of Fint over Fhyd in β-sheet bilayers agrees with an earlier finding

that interaction energy and geometric complementary, rather than solvation free en-

ergy, are major contributors for stabilizing the amyloid steric zipper structures [71].

By contrast, in the case of the collagen peptide PDB 2D3F, since the major hydra-

tion barrier is located at the rising phase of the Fint (Fig. 13a), the interface remains

hydrated after assembly. These results suggest that the three types of surfaces differ

in the amplitude of the oscillating and decaying hydration force, as well as in the

phase of oscillation relative to the equilibrium distance.

For force measurements we used positional restraints to maintain the filaments

in the original straight conformations as in the PDB files (Fig. 5). The straight

conformations are due to the packing effect of filaments [72], which may not be the

lowest in energy for small systems as in Fig. 5. Without the restraint, they develop

super-helical twist. For collagen, the three peptides of 2D3F in Fig. 5a mildly twist

together, whereas the β-sheet bilayers become self-twisted, as reported previously [73,

26]. However, the deformation makes it difficult to define the inter-filament distance.

Since our measurement reports the behavior of water for a given conformation of the

filament, whether or not the filament is in the minimum energy conformation does not

affect our main conclusions. As a result, the net force (Ftot) is non-zero at the original

separation in the PDB file, ∆y0 = 0 Å. For 2D3F, forces in the transverse directions

(x- and z-directions) are much smaller than in the longitudinal direction (y-direction)
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a b c

Fig. 18. Comparison of the net forces in three directions for (a) 2D3F, (b) 2KIB, and

(c) 1YJP. Coordinate system is defined in Fig. 5a. Compared to Fy (Ftot in

Fig. 13a-c), forces in the orthogonal directions (Fx and Fz) are much smaller

(except in (b) 2KIB when ∆y < 0 Å). Higher Fz at ∆y ≈ 4 Å in (c) 1YJP is

due to interaction between the longer Q4 side chains.

(Fig. 18a). This is also the case for PDB 2KIB, except for ∆y0 ≤ 0 Å owing to the

poor surface complementarity (Fig. 5b; Fig. 18b). In 1YJP, the transverse forces are

much smaller than the force in the longitudinal direction except for ∆y = 3 ∼ 4 Å

(Fig. 18c), which is due to the attraction between the Q4 side chains in the z-direction

(cf., Fig. 19b, white region between the two β-sheets at ∆y0 = 4 Å).

3. Structural Origin of the Hydration Force

Comparing the force profiles and the corresponding hydration maps reveals that the

oscillation of Fhyd correlates strongly with the coalescence and depletion of hydration

shells. In the case of collagen, there are both dry (D) and wet (W) interfaces at

∆y0 = 0 Å (Fig. 20). The region forming D has a single hydration shell shared

between surfaces at ∆y0 = 4 Å (solid arrow in Fig. 13d), which disappears by

∆y0 = 1 Å (open arrow). Similarly, in the region forming W , two separate hydration
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Fig. 19. Distance-dependent changes in hydration shells between β-sheets (cf., Fig.

13d). (a) 2KIB (b) 1YJP. Since only the backbone Cα atoms are constrained

in β-sheets on the right side (βNP2, βP2 in Fig. 5b,c), movement of side chains

leads to blurring of the density hydration map and hence the low-density

region (green). Because of this, coalescence and depletion of hydration shells

are not as clear as in the case of collagen that has less bulky side chains (Fig.

13d).

shells (∆y0 = 4 Å, double arrowhead) merge into one (∆y0 = 1 Å, solid arrowhead),

which eventually disappears (∆y0 = −3 Å, open arrowhead). Hydration shells disrupt

between these transitions at which the hydration repulsion is maximal (∆y0 = −1

and 3 Å). But when the barrier is overcome, bias towards completing the transition

causes an attraction (Fhyd < 0).

The correlation between the oscillation of Fhyd and the coalescence/depletion of

hydration shells are also present in β-sheet bilayers, although it is not as clearly seen

due to the motion of the bulkier amino acid side chains (Fig. 19). In the case of 2KIB,
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D

W

Fig. 20. Alternating dry (D) and wet (W) regions between COL1 and COL2 in Fig.

5a. Similar interfaces are formed between COL1 and COL3, and COL2 and

COL3 at the crystallographic separation.
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a low density depletion zone is formed between the β-sheets at close separations (Fig.

19a, ∆y0 = 2 Å), below which hydration force becomes attractive (Fig. 13b). This

is consistent with previous reports on the dewetting transition in confined non-polar

surfaces [47, 33]. However, due to the robust formation of hydration shells, dewetting

does not occur at greater separations.

In contrast to the distance-dependent behavior of the hydration shells, maps for

the number of hydrogen bonds or water orientation did not show any clear correlation

with the hydration force profile, which we checked by going over multiple cross sections

of the filament in addition to those displayed in Fig. 13 and Fig. 19. Water diffusion

coefficients near the protein surfaces are low in all cases. Thus, coalescence and

depletion of primary hydration shells are the major determinants for the oscillatory

profile of hydration force, which occurs regardless of the type of the surface. While

it was necessary to apply harmonic constraints to the peptides in order to calculate

forces as functions of the separation distance, since the force profile does not depend

on strengths of the constraints (Methods), in their absence, major features of Fhyd

would be preserved locally. However, conformational motion of the molecule without

a constraint will make it difficult to single out the effect of the hydration force, and

it may even appear to be monotonic when averaged over the length of the filaments

that have non-uniform surface separations.

Whereas the oscillation in Fhyd is due to the interaction between the primary

hydration shells, multiple factors may affect its amplitude and phase, such as surface

geometry and local hydrogen bonding events. To further illustrate the nature of the

hydration force, we calculated the force profiles at 273, 300, and 330 K (Fig. 21 and

Fig. 22). The hydrated PDB 2D3F has the least temperature dependence, followed

by the polar 1YJP and then the non-polar 2KIB (Fig. 21). As seen in Fig. 22b,d,f,

variations in Fint at different temperatures is higher at shorter distances due to the
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stronger interaction between side chains. For β-sheets, this can be seen by the root-

mean-square fluctuation of the unconstrained side chain atoms facing the interface in

the range ∆y0 ≤ 0 Å. This is 0.86–1.22 Å (273 – 330 K) for 2KIB and 0.33–0.39 Å

for 1YJP, which corroborates with the size of temperature-dependent variations in

Fint. However, at larger separations, Fint is independent of temperature, even though

the side chain motion increases further. Even for 2KIB that has the greatest side

chain motion (possibly because side chains in a peptide do not flank others in the

neighboring ones with the anti-parallel β-sheet arrangement), Fint is insensitive to

temperature beyond ∆y0 ≥ 3 Å (Fig. 22d). Thus, temperature dependence of the

hydration force calculated in this range is more reliable than at shorter distances. For

2KIB, the hydration barrier appears to decrease with temperature, suggesting that

its hydration shell becomes easier to disrupt with increasing temperature. While this

may be due to the lack of hydrogen bonds between water and the non-polar surface

of PDB 2KIB, since the three systems we test are not identical in surface topography,

geometry-related effect on the stability of the hydration shell cannot be ruled out.

Since the CHARMM force field we used [58] is non-polarizable, to test whether

forces are affected by temperature-dependent changes in water dipole moment [74],

for PDB 2D3F, we decreased partial charges of the water model by 5%, which yielded

no major difference (cross in Fig. 21a and Fig. 22a). Despite an ∼2-fold increase (by

95%) in diffusion coefficients of water molecules in bulk from 273 K to 330 K the mea-

sured hydration forces show little temperature dependence. Furthermore, the profile

of Fhyd remained nearly the same when the SPC/E water model was used (diamond in

Fig. 21 and Fig. 22). Since the SPC/E water has lower diffusion coefficients than the

other water models we used (Fig. 6), this result further supports that hydration force

does not depend on translational or rotational motion of water molecules. Although

temperature dependence may become more pronounced for larger systems, possibly
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a b c

Fig. 21. Comparison of hydration forces measured at different temperatures or with

different water models. (a) 2D3F, (b) 2KIB, and (c) 1YJP. Temperature

dependence (273, 300, and 330 K in legend) was with (a) SPC and (b,c)

TIP3P water models. For comparison, forces were also measured using the

SPC/E water at 300 K (diamond). In (a), the water oxygen and hydrogen

atoms of the modified SPC (cross) has 95% of the partial charges of those

in the regular SPC water, to mimic the reduction in water dipole moment at

high temperature [74]. The corresponding profiles of Ftot and Fint are in Fig.

22.
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Fig. 22. Force curves (Ftot and Fint) at different temperatures or with different water

models. (a,b) 2D3F, (c,d) 2KIB, and (e,f) 1YJP. Legends are the same as in

Fig. 21.
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for PDB 2KIB, the present results suggest that the main determinant of hydration

force is the interaction between hydration shells formed by surface-induced packing of

water molecules. The experimentally measured temperature dependence of the force

between collagens, DNAs, and polysaccharides [53, 75] may instead be due to con-

formational motion where closer parts of the molecules interact more strongly while

the average intermolecular distance is farther away, which would make the attraction

appear to increase with temperature [53, 75].

D. Conclusion

The present results show that the previously postulated role of the hydration shell in

generating hydration forces [20, 38] is to some extent applicable to the self-assembly of

filamentous proteins studied here. However, we find that the hydration shell is formed

ubiquitously over all surface types in the systems tested, where difference lies in the

magnitude and the location of hydration barrier and hydration attraction, which can

also be affected by the surface geometry or complementarity [49, 28]. The similar-

ity between the behaviors of the hydration water near hydrophobic and hydrophilic

protein surfaces has been previously suggested [68], although to our knowledge, its

implication in hydration force has not been addressed in detail. Thus, designating a

protein surface as either ‘hydrophobic’ or ‘hydrophilic’ may be too simplistic of a di-

chotomy, while surfaces in reality lie between these idealized limits [76]. There should

be no fundamental difference in the way hydration forces arise among different types

of protein surfaces even with varying affinity with water. [41]. Whether two surfaces

eventually bind or repel will be determined by the relative magnitude and phase of

hydration and interaction forces, as well as surface complementarity and flexibility.

While the behavior of the hydration water may be more complex for small flexible
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peptides or globular proteins that have mobile sub-domains [77, 78, 79], the present

results are likely applicable to a broad range of protein complexes or assemblies whose

interfaces are geometrically similar to those studied here.
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CHAPTER III

UNDERSTANDING OPTICAL CLEARING OF COLLAGENOUS TISSUES

THROUGH MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS*

A. Introduction

Biocompatible chemical agents have been shown to induce a temporary and reversible

reduction in tissue light scattering [80, 81]. With concentrated sugar-alcohols such

as sorbitol and sugars such as high fructose corn syrup (HFCS), light scattering can

be reduced by as much as five-fold. These chemical agents have been observed to be

most effective in vitro when applied directly to the mesenchyme, e.g., the dermis of

skin, and less so when applied topically. The putative mechanism of optical clearing

is index matching of tissue light scatterers via optical immersion. Index matching as

a mechanism is intriguing because, ultimately, a reduction in light scattering must

coincide with a homogenization of the index of refraction. Yet, as a physical pa-

rameter, index of refraction of potential optical clearing agents cannot be used to

predict ‘clearing’ ectiveness. Tissue dehydration has also been proposed as a mech-

anism of optical clearing. Water makes up a substantial proportion of tissue weight

and has an index of refraction significantly different from that of insoluble biological

constituents. However, chemical agent osmolarity cannot be used as a predictor of

its optical clearing potential. A better understanding of how the index of refraction

*Portions of this chapter are printed with permission from J. M. Hirshburg, K. M.
Ravikumar, W. Hwang, and A. T. Yeh, “Molecular basis for optical clearing of
collagenous tissues.” J Biomed Opt, vol. 15, no. 5, p. 055002, 2010. Copyright 2010
by Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE).
Copyright 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. One print or
electronic copy may be made for personal use only. Systematic electronic or print
reproduction and distribution, duplication of any material in this paper for a fee or
for commercial purposes, or modification of the content of the paper are prohibited.
dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.3484748
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is homogenized in optically cleared tissue could lead to a rational basis for designing

effective, clinically applicable formulations.

Previously, it has been shown at microscopic and ultrastructural length scales

that glycerol, a prototypical optical clearing agent, destabilizes high-order colla-

gen structures and that this effect coincides with agent-induced tissue transparency

[82, 83]. It has been suggested that collagen destabilization was due to the chemi-

cal agent’s ability to screen non-covalent attractive forces. These same forces drive

collagen fibrillogenesis from solution and have been characterized in the presence of

sugars and sugar-alcohols [84]. Hirshburg and Yeh introduced collagen solubility as

a measure of a chemical agent’s ability to screen non-covalent forces and correlated

it with tissue optical clearing for a series of polyols and sugars [85, 84, 86]. These

studies suggested that, of the chemical agents in the series, their optical clearing

potential (and collagen solubility) could be grouped by chain length and locations

of hydroxyl groups within the molecule. More specifically for sugar-alcohols, optical

clearing potential for the series could be grouped by chain length, in increasing order,

as two-carbon backbone (ethylene glycol), three- to five-carbon backbone (glycerol to

xylitol), and six-carbon backbone (sorbitol). We examine the interactions between

clearing agents and collagen using a combination of MD simulations and experiments

(experiments were done in Dr. Yeh’s lab, Texas A&M University, by Jason Hirsh-

burg and Alvin Yeh [87]) to elucidate the roles of collagen solubility in skin optical

clearing. Our results suggest that the position of hydroxyl groups on alcohols impose

steric constraints for forming surface bridges on the collagen triple helix. Thus it is

an important factor in determining its optical clearing properties. Combined with

experimental results, our simulation provides an atomistic picture for the non-linear

trend in optical clearing properties of alcohols as their chain length increases.
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B. Molecular Dynamics Simulations

For simulation, we used CHARMM version 34 with param22 force field [88]. The

Generalized Born with a Simple sWitching (GBSW) implicit solvent model was used

to account for solvation effects [89]. The main focus of our simulation was finding

geometric constraints and propensities of various polyols in forming hydrogen bond

bridges on collagen surfaces that are determined mainly by the structures of these

molecules. Thus using an implicit solvent model rather than more computationally

demanding explicit water simulation was sufficient for our purpose.

We used synthetic peptides 1BKV (Protein Data Bank ID) and a regular GPO

peptide, ((GPO)10)3) (G-Glycine, P-Proline, and O-Hydroxyproline) in our simula-

tions. Peptide 1BKV has a biologically relevant imino acid deficient region of type

III collagen, which is important in collagen cleavage [18, 11]. Peptide GPO forms the

most stable triple helical motif [90, 11]. Its backbone structure was built using the

TheBuSr collagen building script [91]. Side chain atoms were added to the backbone

using the existing amino acid topology files and systematically energy minimized as

done previously [11] to get the final structure. Polar hydrogens were added to the pep-

tides using the HBUILD facility in CHARMM [92]. Parameters for hydroxyproline

were added from a previous study [59]. Structure of collagen triple helix constructed

using this method agreed very well with existing x-ray data [18]. Structures of the

sugar-alcohols (glycerol, xylitol, and sorbitol) were built from the already existing

lipid topology and parameter files.

Each alcohol was simulated with either 1BKV or the GPO triple helix, making a

total of 6 separate simulation runs. In each simulation, alcohol molecules were placed

randomly around the peptide at a radial distance of 12.0 Å from the cylindrical axis

of the triple helix. Owing to their bigger molecular structures, only 12 molecules of
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xylitol and sorbitol were placed around the peptide, while 20 glycerol molecules were

used. The systems were first energy minimized to remove close contacts and then

heated at the rate of 5 K/ps for 60 ps to 300 K. The systems were then equilibrated

for 40 ps at 300 K. Each production run was performed for 600 ps using the Verlet

integration algorithm with a time step of 2.0 fs. As the system was in a microcanonical

ensemble (constant total energy), binding of alcohols to collagen resulted in a slight

increase of temperature due to the loss of potential energy. The maximum variation

was seen in the case of sorbitol simulation where the average temperature was 309Å±6

K. Note that this does not affect our results, since we only study the hydrogen bonding

modes of different alcohols which will not change appreciably within the range of

temperatures.

Coordinates were saved every 1 ps. To prevent the drift of the peptide outside the

simulation boundary (see below), harmonic constraints (spring constant = 2 kcal/(mol

Å2) were applied on all peptide atoms to their original positions during heating and

equilibration. During the production run, harmonic constraints were applied only

on backbone amide nitrogen, alpha carbon, and carboxylic carbon atoms, leaving

the rest of the atoms, including the side chains, to freely interact with the alcohol

molecules. To prevent diffusion of alcohol molecules away from the peptide, a cylin-

drical boundary 40 Å in diameter was imposed around the peptide, which activated a

radial harmonic potential when alcohol molecules moved beyond the boundary, with

a spring constant of 1 kcal/(mol Å2).

Hydrogen bonds were defined using a distance cutoff of 2.4 Å and a hydrogen

bond bridge, which we will simply refer as a bridge, was defined to be formed if an

alcohol molecule was simultaneously hydrogen bonded to two collagen atoms (Fig.

23). We analyzed the propensities of the hydroxyl groups of alcohols to form bridges

with collagen peptides as follows. Bridges formed by alcohol -OH groups on carbon
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positions on adjacent positions were labeled type I; bridges formed between positions

separated by one carbon were labeled type II and so on. Bond multiplicity (n) of

each type was also considered. For example in the three-carbon glycerol molecule, a

type I bridge with collagen can involve hydroxyl groups in positions {1,2} or {2,3}

leading to an n value of 2, while type II bridge (Fig. 24) involves the hydroxyl groups

in positions {1,3} with an n value of 1.

C. Results

To understand the hydrogen bonding interactions of alcohols on the collagen surface,

we performed MD simulations of collagen peptides 1BKV (containing imino-poor

domain) and GPO (imino-rich) with glycerol, xylitol, and sorbitol. Hydroxyl groups

of alcohols can form hydrogen bonds with collagen atoms and can displace water

molecules in the hydration shell. It is expected that the disruption of the hydration

shell is greater if the alcohol bridges span more extensively across the collagen surface

(Fig. 23). Thus, propensity to form a bridge will be an important factor in optical

clearing.

Bridging propensities of hydroxyl groups in glycerol, xylitol and sorbitol are

shown in Fig. 24. Bridges were categorized by the positions of the participating

hydroxyl groups. Type I bridges were formed with hydroxyl groups on adjacent

carbon atoms (hydroxyl positions {1,2},{2,3},{3,4}, etc), type II bridges were formed

with hydroxyl groups separated by one carbon atom (hydroxyl positions ({1,3},{2,4}

etc), type III bridges were formed with hydroxyl groups separated by two carbon

atoms ({1,4},{2,5} etc), and so on. Note that higher bridge type numbers can screen

collagen-collagen and collagen-water interactions more effectively than lower bridge

type numbers (Fig. 23).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 23. Typical hydrogen bond bridges in alcohols. Bridge of -OH groups between (a)

one and three carbon positions (type II) in glycerol, (b) one and three carbon

positions (type II) in xylitol, and (c) one and five carbon positions (type IV) in

sorbitol. Higher bridge types, as in (c), span further across the collagen surface

and can potentially disrupt collagen-collagen and collagen-water interactions

better than lower bridge types.
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Fig. 24. Propensity of hydrogen bond bridge formation. (Inset) Sorbitiol molecule

stick diagram with six -OH groups (one on each carbon atom). Gray-scale

bonding pattern shown by arrows indicates the number of different variations

or multiplicity (n) of hydrogen bond bridges for different bridge types. For

example, type IV bridge between -OH groups separated by five carbon atoms

can form in two ways (n=2). (a) Bar graph of percent bridge formation and

percent averaged by multiplicity for each bridge type between alcohols and

collagen (%/n). Circle and star indicate hydrogen bond bridges favors -OH

groups in 1,3 over 1,2 positions. (b) Bond multiplicity (n) of glycerol (G),

xylitol (X), and sorbitol (S).
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Figure 24 shows the fraction of different bridge types along with the normalized

values based on the multiplicity (n) of each bridge type. Depending on the separations

of hydroxyl groups, certain bridge types have higher propensities to form. For all

alcohols in the MD simulation, type II bridges were more favored than type I bridges

(indicated by star and circle in Fig. 24). Xylitol and sorbitol, which have more than

three hydroxyl groups, indicate a preference for type II and type IV bridges compared

to type I or type III bridges. The difference between xylitol and sorbitol is their

preference for type II and type IV bridges. While xylitol, like glycerol, prefers type II

bridges (Fig. 24), sorbitol prefers to form type IV bridges. Although more tests are

necessary to clarify the above behavior, it provides a plausible explanation for similar

optical clearing properties of xylitol and glycerol. Type IV bridges of sorbitol, on the

other hand, spans across the surface of the collagen triple helix, thereby screening

collagen-water interactions much more effectively than xylitol.

D. Discussion

This study builds on previous results that showed skin optical clearing induced by

sugars and sugar-alcohols correlated with collagen solubility [93, 83]. Optical clear-

ing potential of these agents was shown to increase with molecular weight with an

intriguing dependence on hydroxyl group position. In particular, 1,3-propanediol was

shown to have twice the optical clearing potential of 1,2-propanediol even though

they had identical molecular weights (76.10 Da), similar refractive index (1.44 versus

1.43) and osmolality (8.3 versus 8.7 Osm/kg) [93, 83]. The optical clearing poten-

tials of 1,2- and 1,3-propanediol reflected those of analogous sugar-alcohols ethylene

glycol and glycerol, respectively, and suggested that hydroxyl group position was an

important factor in an agent’s ability to induce skin clearing. Our simulation re-
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sults clearly indicate that the position of hydroxyl groups in alcohols affects their

bridging ability. (Note that 1,2-propanediol and ethylene glycol can only form type I

bridges while 1,3-propanediol only forms type II bridges.) This suggestion was further

supported by the result that xylitol (five carbon sugar-alcohol) and glycerol (three

carbon sugar-alcohol) exhibited half the optical clearing potential of sorbitol (six car-

bon sugar-alcohol), demonstrating that optical clearing was not solely dependent on

molecular weight. Xylitol, like glycerol, preferentially forms type II rather than type

IV bridges. This result provides a possible molecular basis for understanding similar

optical clearing properties of xylitol and glycerol even though their molecular sizes

are different. On the other hand, sorbitol preferred to form type IV bridges which

span across the collagen surface and likely disrupt hydration layers more effectively.

Optical clearing potential of the sugar-alcohols correlated with the preferred

bridge type identified by our MD simulations, which is also consistent with what has

been observed with nonlinear optical microscopy using second harmonic generation in

collagenous tissues during tissue optical clearing [85, 93]. Interactions that organize

and assemble collagen molecules are mediated by hydration forces involving water

bridges [85]. Earlier studies suggest that water bridges stabilize collagen tertiary

structures and that hydration shell organizes triple helices for higher order assembly

[85, 11]. Characteristic of chemical agents with significant OCP is the ability to form

hydrogen bond bridges which would disrupt hydration layers and affect interaction

forces mediating collagen self-assembly.

E. Conclusion

MD simulations were used to elucidate and support experimental measurements on

chemical agent interactions that drive (collagenous) tissue optical clearing. Tissue
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optical clearing is driven by the disruption and replacement of collagen hydration

layer with chemical agent. Hyperosmotic sugar and sugar-alcohol solutions will induce

equivalent temporary reduction in light scattering of native and fixed rodent skin,

given a long enough exposure time. However, the rate at which agent-induced optical

clearing will occur depends on the surface hydrogen bond bridge formation. This rate

is correlated with occupation of collagen hydrogen bonding sites, with higher optical

clearing rates for agents with preference for hydrogen bond bridge formation with

hydroxyl groups at specific positional separation.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

Water and hydration play a vital role in biomolecular surface interactions. These

forces are often overlooked when modeling and studying biomolecular surface inter-

actions, like for example drug design. Our study clearly shows that the magnitude

of hydration forces can be comparable or in certain cases larger than protein-protein

interactions and hence they cannot be overlooked. Our study can also be potentially

used to improve current models that calculate biomolecular interaction energies by

more accurately accounting for hydration forces.

The hydration map analysis scheme used is a novel method to understand the

properties of hydration at high resolution as never seen before. This method can be

easily applied to any biomolecular system of interest to study hydration water prop-

erties on the surface. The hydration maps show the ubiquitous nature of the primary

hydration shell around protein molecules irrespective of the underlying aminoacid

sequence and polarity. The primary hydration shell is formed irrespective of the dif-

ferent orientation and hydrogen bonding abilities of the water on the surface. This

suggests that, though specific protein-water interactions could play a role, the bound-

ary packing effect of water molecules play an important role in the formation of the

primary hydration shell.

The oscilating nature of the hydration force, with ocilating wavelength similar to

the diameter of a water molecule, suggests the structural origin of hydration force due

to removal of a layer of water from between the surfaces. On the other hand, very

little change in force magnitudes at different temperatures suggests that dynamics

of water possibly plays very little role in force generation. We hypothesize that the

temperature dependence of protein assembly and binding seen in experiments should
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be because of change in protein motion and dynamics rather than that of water.

The qualitative features of measured force curves were similar in all the three sys-

tems suggesting that the similar oscilating nature of hydration forces can be expected

in most biomolecular surface interactions. The magnitude of the forces depend on

the hydration nature (dry or wet), geometry, and flexibility of the interacting surfaces

and not just the polarity or amino acid sequence of the surfaces alone.

We also studied the hydrogen bonding of alcohol molecules on collagen surface

which helped explain the dependence of position -OH bonds in alcohols on its clear-

ing ability. By disrupting the hydration shell, alcohols would hinder the lubricating

nature of hydration shells and hence the assembly of collagen molecules. Alcohol sur-

face interactions would also reduce the protein-protein attractive interactions between

collagen molecules there by causing optical clearing.

A major limitation, and a possible topic for future study, is the effect of ions on

hydration and assembly. Many biomolecular interaction depend on the concentration

of ions and it is unclear how they may enhance or hinder protein assembly and binding.

Though from our optical clearing studies, we can hypothesize that any disruption of

the hydration shell would affect the ability of biomolecules to assemble or bind, it

is still unclear and hence studying effect of ions would be crucial to increase our

understanding of protein assembly.
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APPENDIX A

HYDRATION MAP ANALYSIS

GROMACS code to analyze hydration.

static char *SRCID_template_c = "$Id: template.c,v 1.5 2008/05/29 08:36:53 hess Exp $";

#include <gromacs/statutil.h>

#include <gromacs/typedefs.h>

#include <gromacs/smalloc.h>

#include <gromacs/vec.h>

#include <gromacs/copyrite.h>

#include <gromacs/tpxio.h>

/* Places to edit in the file

1) MAX_W (20000) - maximum number of water molecule sin the system

2) Maximum Protein oxygen atoms = 5000

Maximum protein hydrogen atoms = 5000

*/

const int MAX_W=500000; // EDIT: Maximum Water LIMIT

const int MAX_PROTEIN=20000; // EDIT: Maximum Protein Oxygen, Hydrogen atoms LIMIT

//To add two vectors

void add_vec(float a[], float b[], float c[])

{

c[0]= (a[0]+b[0]);

c[1]= (a[1]+b[1]);

c[2]= (a[2]+b[2]);

}

//To subtract two vectors

void sub_vec(float a[], float b[], float c[])

{

c[0]= (a[0]-b[0]);

c[1]= (a[1]-b[1]);

c[2]= (a[2]-b[2]);

}

// To get modulus of a vector

void mod_vec(float a[], float *ans)

{

float temp;

temp = (a[0]*a[0])+(a[1]*a[1])+(a[2]*a[2]);

*ans = sqrt(temp);

}

// To get unit vector along a vector

void unit_vec(float a[], float unit[])

{

float temp;

temp = (a[0]*a[0])+(a[1]*a[1])+(a[2]*a[2]);

temp = sqrt(temp);

unit[0] = a[0]/temp;

unit[1] = a[1]/temp;

unit[2] = a[2]/temp;

}

//To find cross prod between two vectors

void cross_vec(float a[], float b[], float c[])

{

c[0]= (a[1]*b[2]-a[2]*b[1]);

c[1]= (a[2]*b[0]-a[0]*b[2]);

c[2]= (a[0]*b[1]-a[1]*b[0]);

}

/* Put the coordinates of a[] in a

defined bin and return the

bin number as a coordinate */

void get_bin(float a[], int bin[], float X_BOX_SIZE, float Y_BOX_SIZE, float Z_BOX_SIZE)

{

int X_MAX_BINS=X_BOX_SIZE*10, Y_MAX_BINS=Y_BOX_SIZE*10, Z_MAX_BINS=Z_BOX_SIZE*10;

int x_bin=0, y_bin=0, z_bin=0;
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x_bin = (a[0]/(X_BOX_SIZE/X_MAX_BINS));

y_bin = (a[1]/(Y_BOX_SIZE/Y_MAX_BINS));

z_bin = (a[2]/(Z_BOX_SIZE/Z_MAX_BINS));

/* Due to pressure coupling the box size might

increase slightly > *_BOX_SIZE:

In that case make the bin as MAX_BINS-1 */

if(x_bin >= X_MAX_BINS){x_bin = X_MAX_BINS-1;}

if(y_bin >= Y_MAX_BINS){y_bin = Y_MAX_BINS-1;}

if(z_bin >= Z_MAX_BINS){z_bin = Z_MAX_BINS-1;}

bin[0] = x_bin;

bin[1] = y_bin;

bin[2] = z_bin;

}

//To get dot product between two vectors

void dot_vec(float a[], float b[], float *ans)

{

float c[3];

c[0]= (a[0]*b[0]);

c[1]= (a[1]*b[1]);

c[2]= (a[2]*b[2]);

*ans = c[0]+c[1]+c[2];

}

// To get the angle between vectors

// in degrees

void angle_bet_vec(float a[], float b[], float *theta)

{

float dot_p, mod1, mod2,check;

dot_vec(a,b,&dot_p);

mod_vec(a,&mod1);

mod_vec(b,&mod2);

check = (dot_p/(mod1*mod2));

if(check >= 1){printf("CAREFUL cos(theta) %f > 1!!",check); check = 0.999999;}

if(check <= -1){printf("CAREFUL cos(theta) %f < 1!!",check); check = -0.999999;}

*theta = acos(check)*180.0/3.1415;

}

//Get H-bonding angle for ow and nei_h

float get_angle(float ow[], float nei_h[], float nei_o[])

{

float a[3],b[3],angle;

a[0] = ow[0] - nei_h[0];

a[1] = ow[1] - nei_h[1];

a[2] = ow[2] - nei_h[2];

b[0] = nei_h[0] - nei_o[0];

b[1] = nei_h[1] - nei_o[1];

b[2] = nei_h[2] - nei_o[2];

angle_bet_vec(a, b, &angle);

return angle;

}

//Get distance between points t[], b[]

float get_distance(float t[], float b[], float X_BOX_SIZE, float Y_BOX_SIZE, float Z_BOX_SIZE)

{

int X_MAX_BINS=X_BOX_SIZE*10, Y_MAX_BINS=Y_BOX_SIZE*10, Z_MAX_BINS=Z_BOX_SIZE*10;

float x_comp, y_comp, z_comp, dist;

float a[3];

a[0] = t[0]; a[1] = t[1]; a[2] = t[2];

x_comp = fabs(a[0]-b[0]);

y_comp = fabs(a[1]-b[1]);

z_comp = fabs(a[2]-b[2]);

if(fabs(x_comp) >= X_BOX_SIZE/2.0 && x_comp > 0 ){x_comp = X_BOX_SIZE - x_comp;}

if(fabs(y_comp) >= Y_BOX_SIZE/2.0 && y_comp > 0 ){y_comp = Y_BOX_SIZE - y_comp;}

if(fabs(z_comp) >= Z_BOX_SIZE/2.0 && z_comp > 0 ){z_comp = Z_BOX_SIZE - z_comp;}

dist = (x_comp*x_comp + y_comp*y_comp + z_comp*z_comp);

return sqrt(dist);

}

//Get sq(distance) between vectors t[], b[]

float sq_distance_vec(float t[], float b[], float X_BOX_SIZE, float Y_BOX_SIZE, float Z_BOX_SIZE)

{

int X_MAX_BINS=X_BOX_SIZE*10, Y_MAX_BINS=Y_BOX_SIZE*10, Z_MAX_BINS=Z_BOX_SIZE*10;

float x_comp, y_comp, z_comp, dist;

float a[3];

a[0] = t[0]; a[1] = t[1]; a[2] = t[2];

x_comp = (a[0]-b[0]);

y_comp = (a[1]-b[1]);

z_comp = (a[2]-b[2]);
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if(fabs(x_comp) >= X_BOX_SIZE/2.0 && x_comp < 0 ){a[0] = a[0] + X_BOX_SIZE;}

if(fabs(x_comp) >= X_BOX_SIZE/2.0 && x_comp > 0 ){a[0] = a[0] - X_BOX_SIZE;}

if(fabs(y_comp) >= Y_BOX_SIZE/2.0 && y_comp < 0 ){a[1] = a[1] + Y_BOX_SIZE;}

if(fabs(y_comp) >= Y_BOX_SIZE/2.0 && y_comp > 0 ){a[1] = a[1] - Y_BOX_SIZE;}

if(fabs(z_comp) >= Z_BOX_SIZE/2.0 && z_comp < 0 ){a[2] = a[2] + Z_BOX_SIZE;}

if(fabs(z_comp) >= Z_BOX_SIZE/2.0 && z_comp > 0 ){a[2] = a[2] - Z_BOX_SIZE;}

x_comp = fabs(a[0] - b[0]);

y_comp = fabs(a[1] - b[1]);

z_comp = fabs(a[2] - b[2]);

dist = (x_comp*x_comp + y_comp*y_comp + z_comp*z_comp);

return dist;

}

// Print float vector

void p_vec(float a[])

{

printf("%f %f %f\n",a[0], a[1], a[2]);

}

// Print int vector

void i_vec(int a[])

{

printf("%d %d %d\n",a[0], a[1], a[2]);

}

/* Main function */

int main(int argc,char *argv[])

{

const char *desc[] = {

"Water analysis code -Krishna(krishhere@mcbm.tamu.edu) 04/14/2010\n"

" Hydration Map Analysis:\n\n"

};

/* Extra arguments - but note how you always get the begin/end

* options when running the program, without mentioning them here!

*/

gmx_bool bTop, b_density=TRUE, b_diff=FALSE, b_hbonds=FALSE;

int ePBC;

char title[STRLEN];

t_topology top;

t_trxframe fr;

rvec *xtop;

matrix topbox;

t_trxstatus *status;

int flags = TRX_READ_X;

output_env_t oenv;

t_pargs pa[] = {

{ "-density", FALSE, etBOOL, {&b_density},

"Output density in density.dat" },

{ "-diffusion", FALSE, etBOOL, {&b_diff},

"Output translational/rotational diffusion coefficient t_diffusion.dat/r_diffusion.dat" },

{ "-hbonds", FALSE, etBOOL, {&b_hbonds},

"Output hydrogen bonding hbonds.dat "}

};

t_filenm fnm[] = {

{ efTRX, "-f", NULL, ffREAD }, /* and this for the trajectory */

{ efTPS, NULL, NULL, ffREAD } /* this is for the topology */

};

#define NFILE asize(fnm)

CopyRight(stderr,argv[0]);

/* This is the routine responsible for adding default options,

* calling the X/motif interface, etc. */

parse_common_args(&argc,argv,PCA_CAN_TIME | PCA_CAN_VIEW,

NFILE,fnm,asize(pa),pa,asize(desc),desc,0,NULL,&oenv);

/* We don’t need any topology information to write the coordinates,

* but to show how it works we start by writing the name and

* charge of the selected atom. It returns a boolean telling us

* whether the topology was found and could be read

*/

/* If none of the options are selected then exit */
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if(!(b_density || b_diff || b_hbonds))

{

printf(" ERROR: Choose atleast one of the options -density/diffusion/hbonds");

exit(0);

}

/* Read topology file */

bTop = read_tps_conf(ftp2fn(efTPS,NFILE,fnm),title,&top,&ePBC,\

&xtop,NULL,topbox,TRUE);

sfree(xtop);

if (!bTop)

{

gmx_fatal(FARGS,"Need a run input file for option -mol, -cv or -cf");

}

/* Print simulation box dimensions */

printf("\n\nDouble check box dimensions -- %f %f %f\n",\

topbox[XX][XX],topbox[YY][YY],topbox[ZZ][ZZ] );

float X_BOX_SIZE=topbox[XX][XX], Y_BOX_SIZE=topbox[YY][YY];

float Z_BOX_SIZE=topbox[ZZ][ZZ];

int X_MAX_BINS=X_BOX_SIZE*10, Y_MAX_BINS=Y_BOX_SIZE*10, Z_MAX_BINS=Z_BOX_SIZE*10;

int starting_ow_index=0;

int frame=0;

int i,j,k,a,b,c,num_atoms,r;

float mag_temp, mag_temp1, mag_temp2, mag_temp3;

float **ow, **h1, **h2, **prev_ow, **owh1, **owh2;

float **dipole, **p_dipole, **pp_dipole;

float **unit_dipole, **unit_p_dipole, **unit_pp_dipole;

float **prev_unit_dipole, **prev_unit_p_dipole, **prev_unit_pp_dipole;

ow = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

h1 = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

h2 = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

prev_ow = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

owh1 = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

owh2 = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

dipole = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

p_dipole = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

pp_dipole = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

unit_dipole = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

unit_p_dipole = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

unit_pp_dipole = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

prev_unit_dipole = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

prev_unit_p_dipole = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

prev_unit_pp_dipole = (float **) (malloc(MAX_W * sizeof(float *)));

for(i = 0; i < MAX_W; i++)

{

ow[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

h1[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

h2[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

prev_ow[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

owh1[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

owh2[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

dipole[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

p_dipole[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

pp_dipole[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

unit_dipole[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

unit_p_dipole[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

unit_pp_dipole[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

prev_unit_dipole[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

prev_unit_p_dipole[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

prev_unit_pp_dipole[i] = (float *) (malloc(3 * sizeof(float )));

}

float theta;

int bin[3];

//float sum_orientation1[X_MAX_BINS][Y_MAX_BINS][Z_MAX_BINS];

//float sum_orientation2[X_MAX_BINS][Y_MAX_BINS][Z_MAX_BINS];

//float sum_orientation3[X_MAX_BINS][Y_MAX_BINS][Z_MAX_BINS];

float angle[3];

int l,m,p,e,f,g;

int min_x,max_x,min_y,max_y,min_z,max_z;

int water_num, h;

float nei_h1[3],nei_h2[3];;

float h_dist1,h_dist2, h_angle1, h_angle2;

float vec1[3],vec2[3],vec3[3];

float com1[3],com2[3],com3[3];

float x_sum=0,y_sum=0,z_sum=0;

int num_of_O=0, prot_O[MAX_PROTEIN];
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int num_of_H=0, prot_H[MAX_PROTEIN];

float prot_O_coord[MAX_PROTEIN][3], prot_H_coord[MAX_PROTEIN][3];

int ***sum_density; //holds total density of each unit cell

int ***o_occupancy; //OW atom number in each cell at each frame

float ***sum_diffusion; //total diffusion in each cell

float ***sum_dipole; // rotational diffusion of water dipole unit vector

float ***sum_p_dipole; // vector perpendicular to dipole in the the water plane

float ***sum_pp_dipole; // unit vec perpendiculat to both above vectors

int ***hydro_bond; // total hbonding in the unit cell

sum_density = (int ***) (malloc(X_MAX_BINS * sizeof(int **)));

o_occupancy = (int ***) (malloc(X_MAX_BINS * sizeof(int **)));

sum_diffusion = (float ***) (malloc(X_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float **)));

sum_dipole = (float ***) (malloc(X_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float **)));

sum_p_dipole = (float ***) (malloc(X_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float **)));

sum_pp_dipole = (float ***) (malloc(X_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float **)));

hydro_bond = (int ***) (malloc(X_MAX_BINS * sizeof(int **)));

if(hydro_bond == NULL)

{

fprintf(stderr, "out of memory\n");

}

for(i = 0; i < X_MAX_BINS; i++)

{

sum_density[i] = (int **) (malloc(Y_MAX_BINS * sizeof(int *)));

o_occupancy[i] = (int **) (malloc(Y_MAX_BINS * sizeof(int *)));

sum_diffusion[i] = (float **) (malloc(Y_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float *)));

sum_dipole[i] = (float **) (malloc(Y_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float *)));

sum_p_dipole[i] = (float **) (malloc(Y_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float *)));

sum_pp_dipole[i] = (float **) (malloc(Y_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float *)));

hydro_bond[i] = (int **) (malloc(Y_MAX_BINS * sizeof(int *)));

if(hydro_bond[i] == NULL)

{

fprintf(stderr, "out of memory\n");

}

for(j = 0; j < Y_MAX_BINS; j++)

{

sum_density[i][j] = (int *) (malloc(Z_MAX_BINS * sizeof(int)));

o_occupancy[i][j] = (int *) (malloc(Z_MAX_BINS * sizeof(int)));

sum_diffusion[i][j] = (float *) (malloc(Z_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float)));

sum_dipole[i][j] = (float *) (malloc(Z_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float)));

sum_p_dipole[i][j] = (float *) (malloc(Z_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float)));

sum_pp_dipole[i][j] = (float *) (malloc(Z_MAX_BINS * sizeof(float)));

hydro_bond[i][j] = (int *) (malloc(Z_MAX_BINS * sizeof(int)));

if(hydro_bond[i][j] == NULL)

{

fprintf(stderr, "out of memory\n");

}

/* initialize arrays to 0 */

for(k=0;k<Z_MAX_BINS;k++)

{

sum_density[i][j][k] = 0;

sum_diffusion[i][j][k] = 0.0;

sum_dipole[i][j][k] = 0.0;

sum_p_dipole[i][j][k] = 0.0;

sum_pp_dipole[i][j][k] = 0.0;

//sum_orientation1[i][j][k] = 0.0;

//sum_orientation2[i][j][k] = 0.0;

//sum_orientation3[i][j][k] = 0.0;

o_occupancy[i][j][k] = -1;

//prev_o_occupancy[i][j][k] = -1;

hydro_bond[i][j][k] = 0;

}

}

}

/* The first time we read data is a little special */

read_first_frame(oenv,&status,ftp2fn(efTRX,NFILE,fnm),&fr,flags);

/* set frame number = 0*/

frame = 0;

/* This is the main loop over frames */

do {

/* coordinates are available in the vector fr.x

* you can find this and all other structures in

‘ * the types directory under the gromacs include dir.

* Note how flags determines wheter to read x/v/f!

*/

/* initialize cell occupancy arrays to -1 for each iteration */

for(i=0;i<X_MAX_BINS;i++)
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{

for(j=0;j<Y_MAX_BINS;j++)

{

for(k=0;k<Z_MAX_BINS;k++)

{

o_occupancy[i][j][k] = -1;

}

}

}

if(frame==0)

{

/* Store Protein Oxygen,Hydrogen coordinates for H-bond distance checking */

// Number of oxygens and hydrogens

// Initialize to 0

num_of_O = 0;

num_of_H = 0;

/* Stop the loop when you encounter a water OW atom (or) total number of atoms */

for(i=0; i<(top.atoms.nr) && !(strcmp(*top.atoms.atomname[i],"OW")==0); i++)

{

if(strcmp(*top.atoms.atomname[i],"O")==0 \

|| strcmp(*top.atoms.atomname[i],"OG2")==0 )

{

prot_O[num_of_O] = i;

num_of_O += 1;

}

if(strcmp(*top.atoms.atomname[i],"HN")==0 \

|| strcmp(*top.atoms.atomname[i],"HG2")==0 )

{

prot_H[num_of_H] = i;

num_of_H += 1;

}

}

/* Print number of atoms considered for hbonding analysis */

if(b_hbonds)

{

printf("\n\nFor hydrogen bonding analysis: \n");

printf("Number of protein Oxygen atoms considered = %d \n", num_of_O);

printf("Number of protein Hydrogens atoms considered= %d \n", num_of_H);

}

/* Store first atom index of OW */

starting_ow_index = i;

/* If thre are no water molecules in the system - exit */

if(starting_ow_index+1 == (top.atoms.nr))

{

printf("THERE ARE NO WATER ATOMS IN THE SYSTEM\n");

printf("EXITING\n");

exit(0);

}

printf("\n\nCHECK - Starting water oxygen index seen = %d\n",starting_ow_index+1);

printf("Double check your configuration file to make sure...\n\n");

}

/* assign bin numbers to Proteins Oxygen and Hydrogen atoms */

if(frame>=0)

{

// prot_O_coord[r] has coordinates of protein O atom r

for(r=0;r<num_of_O;r++)

{

prot_O_coord[r][0] = fr.x[prot_O[r]][XX];

prot_O_coord[r][1] = fr.x[prot_O[r]][YY];

prot_O_coord[r][2] = fr.x[prot_O[r]][ZZ];

}

for(r=0;r<num_of_H;r++)

{

prot_H_coord[r][0] = fr.x[prot_H[r]][XX];

prot_H_coord[r][1] = fr.x[prot_H[r]][YY];

prot_H_coord[r][2] = fr.x[prot_H[r]][ZZ];

}

}

/* For all water oxygen atoms */

j = 0; // j is the total number of water oxygens

// Starting atom number of water oxygen-1 (C array index starts at 0)

// increment by 3 for 3 water atoms (ow,h1,h2)

for(i=starting_ow_index; i<(top.atoms.nr) && (strcmp(*top.atoms.atomname[i],"OW")==0); i=i+3)

{

if(b_density || b_diff || b_hbonds)

{

// assign coordinates of j th oxygen

// and hydrogen atoms to ow[j], h1[j], h2[j]

ow[j][0] = fr.x[i][XX];
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ow[j][1] = fr.x[i][YY];

ow[j][2] = fr.x[i][ZZ];

h1[j][0] = fr.x[i+1][XX];

h1[j][1] = fr.x[i+1][YY];

h1[j][2] = fr.x[i+1][ZZ];

h2[j][0] = fr.x[i+2][XX];

h2[j][1] = fr.x[i+2][YY];

h2[j][2] = fr.x[i+2][ZZ];

// get water oxygen bin number

get_bin(ow[j], bin, X_BOX_SIZE, Y_BOX_SIZE, Z_BOX_SIZE);

a = bin[0];

b = bin[1];

c = bin[2];

// occupancy of bin a,b,c is the water number (j) or -1

o_occupancy[a][b][c] = j;

// increase density count of bin a,b,c by 1

sum_density[a][b][c] += 1;

}

if(b_diff)

{

// Calculate unit vectors along

// 1. (r1) dipole

// 2. (r2) perpendicular to dipole (p_dipole)

// 3. (r3) perpendicular to both the above (pp_dipole)

sub_vec(h1[j],ow[j],owh1[j]);

sub_vec(h2[j],ow[j],owh2[j]);

add_vec(owh1[j],owh2[j],dipole[j]);

sub_vec(owh1[j],owh2[j],p_dipole[j]);

unit_vec(dipole[j],unit_dipole[j]);

unit_vec(p_dipole[j],unit_p_dipole[j]);

cross_vec(unit_dipole[j],unit_p_dipole[j],unit_pp_dipole[j]);

/* From the second frame onwards, compare r1,r2,r3 vectors

// for each water from the two consecutive frames and find their

// rotation angles.

// Sum rotation angles of each vector to the previous bin

// containing that water oxygen atom. */

if(frame>=1)

{

mag_temp = sq_distance_vec(ow[j],prev_ow[j], X_BOX_SIZE, Y_BOX_SIZE, Z_BOX_SIZE);

dot_vec(unit_dipole[j],prev_unit_dipole[j], &mag_temp1);

if(mag_temp1 > 1.00){mag_temp1 = 0.999999;}

if(mag_temp1 < -1.00){mag_temp1 = -0.999999;}

mag_temp1 = acos(mag_temp1);

dot_vec(unit_p_dipole[j],prev_unit_p_dipole[j], &mag_temp2);

if(mag_temp2 > 1.00){mag_temp2 = 0.999999;}

if(mag_temp2 < -1.00){mag_temp2 = -0.999999;}

mag_temp2 = acos(mag_temp2);

dot_vec(unit_pp_dipole[j],prev_unit_pp_dipole[j], &mag_temp3);

if(mag_temp3 > 1.00){mag_temp3 = 0.999999;}

if(mag_temp3 < -1.00){mag_temp3 = -0.999999;}

mag_temp3 = acos(mag_temp3);

sum_diffusion[a][b][c] += mag_temp;

sum_dipole[a][b][c] += mag_temp1*mag_temp1;

sum_p_dipole[a][b][c] += mag_temp2*mag_temp2;

sum_pp_dipole[a][b][c] += mag_temp3*mag_temp3;

}

}

// increment water oxygen

j++;

}

/* Again for all water atoms -- Second loop

Variable j has the total number of oxygen atoms */

// Hydogen bonds are calculated in the current frame

for(k=0;k<j;k++)

{

if(b_density || b_diff || b_hbonds)

{

// prev_* arrays store data/coordinates from the
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// previous frame

prev_ow[k][0] = ow[k][0];

prev_ow[k][1] = ow[k][1];

prev_ow[k][2] = ow[k][2];

}

if(b_diff)

{

prev_unit_dipole[k][0] = unit_dipole[k][0];

prev_unit_dipole[k][1] = unit_dipole[k][1];

prev_unit_dipole[k][2] = unit_dipole[k][2];

prev_unit_p_dipole[k][0] = unit_p_dipole[k][0];

prev_unit_p_dipole[k][1] = unit_p_dipole[k][1];

prev_unit_p_dipole[k][2] = unit_p_dipole[k][2];

prev_unit_pp_dipole[k][0] = unit_pp_dipole[k][0];

prev_unit_pp_dipole[k][1] = unit_pp_dipole[k][1];

prev_unit_pp_dipole[k][2] = unit_pp_dipole[k][2];

}

if(b_hbonds)

{

// a,b,c has bin numbers of water oxygen k

get_bin(ow[k], bin, X_BOX_SIZE, Y_BOX_SIZE, Z_BOX_SIZE);

a = bin[0];

b = bin[1];

c = bin[2];

// search for next oxygen atom

// in a cube surrounding the current cell

// NOTE: search for water oxygens not hydrogens

// So the the cube has to be bigger (+5,-5)

min_x = a-5; max_x = a+5;

min_y = b-5; max_y = b+5;

min_z = c-5; max_z = c+5;

/* Count hydrogen bonding with Protein atoms*/

// For each protein oxygen atom fing distance between

// hydrogens of water k.

// If distance <0.24 then increment H-bonding of

// bin a,b,c by 1

for(l=0;l<num_of_O;l++)

{

h_dist1 = get_distance(h1[k],prot_O_coord[l], X_BOX_SIZE, Y_BOX_SIZE, Z_BOX_SIZE);

h_dist2 = get_distance(h2[k],prot_O_coord[l], X_BOX_SIZE, Y_BOX_SIZE, Z_BOX_SIZE);

if(h_dist1 < 0.24 || h_dist2 < 0.24)

{

hydro_bond[a][b][c] += 1;

}

}

// Do the same as above for protein hydrogen atoms

for(l=0;l<num_of_H;l++)

{

h_dist1 = get_distance(ow[k],prot_H_coord[l], X_BOX_SIZE, Y_BOX_SIZE, Z_BOX_SIZE);

if(h_dist1 < 0.24 )

{

hydro_bond[a][b][c] += 1;

}

}

// for each cell loop through the neighbouring cells

// and check for hydrogen bonds.

// If the cells are at the edges, then use

// periodic boundary condition to find the neighbours

// NOTE: Using periodic boundary condition is not accurate

// when box size fluctuates under pressure coupling

for(l=min_x;l<=max_x;l++)

{

e = l;

if(l < 0){ e = e + X_MAX_BINS; }

if(l >= X_MAX_BINS){ e = e - X_MAX_BINS; }

for(m=min_y;m<=max_y;m++)

{

f = m;

if(m < 0){f = f + Y_MAX_BINS;}

if(m >= Y_MAX_BINS){f = f - Y_MAX_BINS;}

for(p=min_z;p<=max_z;p++)

{

g = p;

if(p < 0){g = g + Z_MAX_BINS;}

if(p >= Z_MAX_BINS){g = g - Z_MAX_BINS;}

if(o_occupancy[e][f][g] != -1 )

{

water_num = o_occupancy[e][f][g];

nei_h1[0] = h1[water_num][0];

nei_h1[1] = h1[water_num][1];

nei_h1[2] = h1[water_num][2];
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nei_h2[0] = h2[water_num][0];

nei_h2[1] = h2[water_num][1];

nei_h2[2] = h2[water_num][2];

h_dist1 = get_distance(ow[k],nei_h1, X_BOX_SIZE, Y_BOX_SIZE, Z_BOX_SIZE);

h_dist2 = get_distance(ow[k],nei_h2, X_BOX_SIZE, Y_BOX_SIZE, Z_BOX_SIZE);

//h_angle1 = get_angle(ow[k],nei_h1,nei_o);

//h_angle2 = get_angle(ow[k],nei_h2,nei_o);

// NOTE: Hydrogen bond angles are not checked.

h_angle1=0.0;

h_angle2=0.0;

if(h_dist1 <= 0.24 && h_angle1 <=40.0 && k!= water_num )

{

hydro_bond[a][b][c] += 1;

hydro_bond[e][f][g] += 1;

}

if(h_dist2 <= 0.24 && h_angle2 <=40.0 && k!= water_num )

{

hydro_bond[a][b][c] += 1;

hydro_bond[e][f][g] += 1;

}

}

}

}

}

}

}

frame += 1;

//if(fr.time>=2000.0){break;}

} while(read_next_frame(oenv,status,&fr)); /* This is the main loop over frames */

/* Print total water in the system as a check */

printf("\nDouble check again... \nTotal number of water molecules analyzed = %d \n",j);

printf("Total coordinate frames analyzed = %d \n",frame);

/* Write Data to File */

FILE *fpw1, *fpw2, *fpw3, *fpw4;

if(b_density)

{fpw1 = fopen("density.dat","w");}

if(b_diff)

{

fpw2 = fopen("t_diffusion.dat","w");

fpw3 = fopen("r_diffusion.dat","w");

}

if(b_hbonds)

{fpw4 = fopen("hbonds.dat","w");}

for(i=0;i<X_MAX_BINS;i++)

{

for(j=0;j<Y_MAX_BINS;j++)

{

for(k=0;k<Z_MAX_BINS;k++)

{

if(b_density)

{

fprintf(fpw1,"%4d %4d %4d %5d \n",i,j,k,sum_density[i][j][k]);

}

if(b_diff)

{

fprintf(fpw2,"%4d %4d %4d %5d %11.5f \n", i,j,k, \

sum_density[i][j][k], sum_diffusion[i][j][k]);

fprintf(fpw3,"%4d %4d %4d %5d %11.5f %11.5f %11.5f \n", i,j,k, \

sum_density[i][j][k],sum_dipole[i][j][k], \

sum_p_dipole[i][j][k], sum_pp_dipole[i][j][k]);

}

if(b_hbonds)

{

fprintf(fpw4,"%4d %4d %4d %5d %6d \n", i,j,k,\

sum_density[i][j][k],hydro_bond[i][j][k]);

}

}

}

}

fclose(fpw1);

return 0;

}
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